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Abstract
In 1998, Chartrand, E. Salehi and P. Zhang introduced the concept of graph partition dimension. This is a variant of graph metric
dimension concept introduced independently by Slater in 1975 and Harary & Melter in 1976. In this paper, we determine the
partition dimension of speciﬁc classes of trees, namely homogeneous caterpillars and homogeneous banana trees. In particular, we
characterize all trees in these classes with partition dimension three.
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1. Introduction
The concept of metric dimension of a graph was initiated independently by Slater [10] and Harary & Melter [6]. Let
G(V, E) be a connected graph. Let W = {w1,w2, · · ·wk} ⊆ V(G) be an ordered subset of V(G) and v ∈ V(G). The
representation r(v|W) of v with respect to W is (d(v,w1), d(v,w2), · · · , d(v,wk)). If the representations of all vertices
are distinct, then the W is called a resolving set of G. The metric dimension of G is the minimum k such that G has a
resolving set with k elements.
Later, Chartrand, E. Salehi and P. Zhang[1] introduced a new concept called a graph partition dimension to search
a new approach in ﬁnding the metric dimension of a graph in general. The deﬁnition is as follows. Let G(V, E) be
a connected graph. For S ⊆ V(G) and v ∈ V(G), we deﬁne the distance d(v, S ) from v to S as min{d(v, x)|x ∈ S }.
Let Π be an ordered partition of V(G) and Π = {S 1, S 2, · · · , S k}. The representation r(v|Π) of v with respect to Π
is (d(v, S 1), d(v, S 2), · · · , d(v, S k)). If the representations of all vertices are distinct, then the partition Π is called a
resolving partition of G. The partition dimension of G is the minimum k such that G has a resolving partition with k
partition classes.
In 1998, Chartrand et al. [1] determined the partition dimension of some classes of trees, namely caterpillars and
double stars. Furthermore, Chartrand et al. [2] characterized all graphs of order n with partition dimension 2, n, or
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n − 1. For partition dimension n − 2, Tomescu[12] characterized all such graphs of order n. In addition, Tomescu[11]
determined the upper and lower bounds on the partition dimension of a wheel Wn. Furthermore, see the results of
partition dimensions for certain graphs, for instances wheel-like graphs in [7], Cartesian product graphs[13], unicyclic
graphs[8], and an upper bound on the partition dimension of trees T [9].
Darmaji et al. [4] determined the partition dimension of complete multipartite graphs, special caterpillars, and wind-
mills. Furthermore, Darmaji [5] determined the partition dimension of caterpillars, ﬁrecrakers, banana trees, and corona
product graphs.
It is natural to think that the partition dimension and metric dimension are related; in [2] it was shown that for any
nontrivial connected graph G, we have
pd(G) ≤ dim(G) + 1. (1)
Useful properties in determining pd(G) are given in the following Lemma 1 and Proposition 2
Lemma 1. [2] Let Π be a resolving partition of V(G) and u, v ∈ V(G). If d(u,w) = d(v,w) for all vertices w ∈
V(G) − {u, v}, then u and v belong to distinct elements of Π.
Proposition 2. [2] Let G be a connected graph of order n ≥ 2. Then, pd(G) = 2 if and only if G = Pn.
The problem of ﬁnding the partition dimension of a general tree is still not completely solved. In this paper, we
study the partition dimension on speciﬁc classes of trees, namely homogeneous caterpillars and homogeneous banana
trees. In particular, we characterize all trees in these classes having partition dimension three.
2. Main Results
In this section, we give a characterization of certain classes of trees with partition dimension three, namely homo-
geneous caterpillars and homogeneous banana trees.
2.1. Homogeneous Caterpillars
A caterpillar C(m; n1, n2, ..., nm), m, ni ≥ 1, is a tree in which removal of its endpoints yields a path Pm. A caterpillar
C(m; n1, n2, ..., nm) has the vertex-set V(C(m; n1, n2, ...nm)) = {ci|1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ {ai, j|1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ ni} and the
edge-set E(C(m; n1, n2, ...nm)) = {cici+1|1 ≤ i ≤ m−1}∪{ciai, j||1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ ni}. If n1 = n2 = ... = nm = n, then it
is called homogeneous, denoted by C(m; n). For example, we can see a caterpillar C(4; 3, 2, 1, 2) and a homogeneous
caterpillar C(4; 3) in Figure 1.
Fig. 1. (a) A caterpillar C(4; 3, 2, 1, 2) and (b) a homogeneous caterpillar C(4; 3).
Theorem 3. Let C(m; n) be a homogeneous caterpillar with m, n ≥ 1. Then, pd(C(m; n)) = 3 if and only if (n = 1 and
m ≥ 3) or (n = 2 and m ≥ 2) or (n = 3 and m ≤ 3).
Proof. (⇐) By Proposition 2, we have that pd(C(m; n)) ≥ 3. We will show that pd(C(m; n)) ≤ 3. Let Π = {S 1, S 2, S 3}
be a partition of V(C(m; n)).
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(i) n = 1 and m ≥ 3.
Deﬁne the partition of V(C(m; 1)) as follows:
S 1 = {a1,1, a2,1, ..., am,1};
S 2 = {c2, c3, ..., cm};
S 3 = {c1}.
Thus, the representations of all vertices of (C(m; 1)) are as follows:
r(ci|Π) =
{
(1, 1, 0) , for i = 1,
(1, 0, i − 1) , for i ∈ [2,m].
r(ai,1|Π) =
{
(0, 2, 1) , for i = 1,
(0, 1, i) , for i ∈ [2,m].
Since all vertices have distinct representations, then pd(C(m; 1)) ≤ 3. This implies that pd(C(m; 1)) = 3.
(ii) n = 2 and m ≥ 2.
Deﬁne the partition of V(C(m; 2)) as follows:
S 1 = {a1,1, a2,1, ..., am,1};
S 2 = {a1,2, a2,2, ..., am,2, c2, c3, ..., cm};
S 3 = {c1}.
Thus, the representations of all vertices of C(m; 2) are as follows:
r(ci|Π) =
{
(1, 1, 0) , for i = 1,
(1, 0, i − 1) , for i ∈ [2,m].
r(ai, j|Π) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(0, 2, 1) , for j = 1 and i = 1,
(0, 1, i) , for j = 1 and i ∈ [2,m],
(2, 0, i) , for j = 2 and i ∈ [1,m],
Since all vertices have distinct representations, then pd(C(m; 2)) ≤ 3. This implies that pd(C(m; 2)) = 3.
(iii) n = 3 and m ≤ 3.
Let m = 3. We deﬁne the partition of V(C(m; 3)) as follows:
S 1 = {c1, a1,1, a2,1, a3,1};
S 2 = {c2, a1,2, a2,2, a3,2};
S 3 = {c3, a1,3, a2,3, a3,3}.
Thus, the representations of all vertices of (C(m; 3)) are as follows:
r(c1|Π) = (0, 1, 1), r(c2|Π) = (1, 0, 1), r(c3|Π) = (1, 1, 0),
r(a1,1|Π) = (0, 2, 2), r(a1,2|Π) = (1, 0, 2), r(a1,3|Π) = (1, 2, 0),
r(a2,1|Π) = (0, 1, 2), r(a2,2|Π) = (2, 0, 2), r(a2,3|Π) = (2, 1, 0),
r(a3,1|Π) = (0, 2, 1), r(a3,2|Π) = (2, 0, 1), r(a3,3|Π) = (2, 2, 0).
Since all vertices have distinct representations, then pd(C(3; 3)) ≤ 3.
For m < 3, it is clear to see that all representations of the vertices are distinct. This implies that pd(C(m; 3)) = 3.
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(⇒) Let Π = {S 1, S 2, S 3} be a resolving partition of C(m; n). By Lemma 1, we have n ≤ 3.
Case 1: n = 1.
Suppose that pd(C(m; 1)) = 3 and m < 3. Then, C(m; 1) is isomorphic to a path, and so pd(C(m; 1)) = 2, a
contradiction. Therefore, m ≥ 3.
Case 2: n = 2.
Suppose that pd(C(m; 2)) = 3 and m = 1. Then, C(m; 2) is isomorphic to a path, and so pd(C(m; 2)) = 2 a
contradiction. Therefore, m ≥ 2.
Case 3: n = 3.
Suppose pd(C(m; 3)) = 3 and m > 3. By considering Lemma 1, let ai,1 ∈ S 1, ai,2 ∈ S 2, and ai,3 ∈ S 3
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then, there are two vertices ck and cl contained in the same partition class of Π, called S t,
where t ∈ {1, 2, 3} and k, l ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m} with k  l. Therefore, we have d(ck, S t) = d(cl, S t) = 0 and
d(ck, S j) = d(cl, S j) = 1 for all j ∈ {1, 2, 3} with j  t. Consequently, r(ck |Π) = r(cl|Π), a contradiction.
Therefore, m ≤ 3.
2.2. Homogeneous Banana Trees
A homogeneous banana tree B(m; n) is a graph obtained by connecting one leave of m copies of a star S n with new
vertex r [3]. A homogeneous banana tree has the vertex-set V(B(m; n)) = {r}∪{ci|1 ≤ i ≤ m}∪{ai, j|1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
and the edge-set E(B(m; n)) = {rai,1|1 ≤ i ≤ m}∪{ciai, j|1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. For example, we can see a homogeneous
banana tree B(3; 4) in Figure 2.
Fig. 2. A homogeneous banana tree B(3, 4).
Theorem 4. Let n,m ≥ 1. Then, pd(B(m; n)) = 3 if and only if (n ≤ 2 and 3 ≤ m ≤ 7) or (n = 3 and m ≤ 6) or (n = 4
and m ≤ 2).
Proof.
(⇐) By Proposition 2, we have that pd(B(m; n)) ≥ 3. We will show that pd(B(m; n)) ≤ 3. Let Π = {S 1, S 2, S 3} be a
partition of V(B(m; n)).
(i) n ≤ 2 and 3 ≤ m ≤ 7.
First, let n = 1 and m = 7. We deﬁne the partition of V(B(m; 1)) as follows:
S 1 = {r, a1,1, a2,1, a3,1, c1};
S 2 = {a4,1, a5,1, c2, c4, c6};
S 3 = {a6,1, a7,1, c3, c5, c7}.
Thus, the representations of all vertices of (B(m; 1)) are as follows:
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r(r|Π) = (0, 1, 1), r(a1,1|Π) = (0, 2, 2), r(a2,1|Π) = (0, 1, 2),
r(a3,1|Π) = (0, 2, 1), r(a4,1|Π) = (1, 0, 2), r(a5,1|Π) = (1, 0, 1),
r(a6,1|Π) = (1, 1, 0), r(a7,1|Π) = (1, 2, 0), r(c1|Π) = (0, 3, 3),
r(c2|Π) = (1, 0, 3), r(c3|Π) = (1, 3, 0), r(c4|Π) = (2, 0, 3),
r(c5|Π) = (2, 1, 0), r(c6|Π) = (2, 0, 1), r(c7|Π) = (2, 3, 0).
Since all vertices have distinct representations, then pd(B(m; 1)) ≤ 3. For n = 2, we deﬁne the partition
of V(B(m; 2)) by using the one for n = 1 and putting the vertices ai,2 in the same partition class with ci for
1 ≤ i ≤ 7. Thus, we have the representation of ai,2 as follows:
r(a1,2|Π) = (0, 4, 4), r(a2,2|Π) = (2, 0, 4), r(a3,2|Π) = (2, 4, 0),
r(a4,2|Π) = (3, 0, 4), r(a5,2|Π) = (3, 2, 0), r(a6,2|Π) = (3, 0, 2),
r(a7,2|Π) = (3, 4, 0).
Since all vertices have distinct representations, then pd(B(7; 2)) ≤ 3.
For 3 ≤ m < 7, it is clear to see that all representation of all vertices are distinct. This implies that pd(B(m; n)) =
3 if n ≤ 2 and 3 ≤ m ≤ 7.
(ii) n = 3 and m ≤ 6.
Let m = 6. We deﬁne the partition of V(B(m; 3)) as follows:
S 1 = {r, c2, c4, a1,1, a1,2, a2,2, a3,1, a3,2, a4,2};
S 2 = {c1, c6, a1,3, a2,1, a2,3, a5,1, a5,2, a6,2};
S 3 = {c3, c5, a3,3, a4,1, a4,3, a5,3, a6,1, a6,3}.
Thus, the representations of all vertices of B(m; 3) are as follows:
r(r|Π) = (0, 1, 1), r(c1|Π) = (1, 0, 3), r(c2|Π) = (0, 1, 3),
r(c3|Π) = (1, 3, 0), r(c4|Π) = (0, 3, 1), r(c5|Π) = (2, 1, 0),
r(c6|Π) = (2, 0, 1), r(a1,1|Π) = (0, 1, 2), r(a1,2|Π) = (0, 1, 4),
r(a1,3|Π) = (2, 0, 4), r(a2,1|Π) = (1, 0, 2), r(a2,2|Π) = (0, 2, 4),
r(a2,3|Π) = (1, 0, 4), r(a3,1|Π) = (0, 2, 1), r(a3,2|Π) = (0, 4, 1),
r(a3,3|Π) = (2, 4, 0), r(a4,1|Π) = (1, 2, 0), r(a4,2|Π) = (0, 4, 2),
r(a4,3|Π) = (1, 4, 0), r(a5,1|Π) = (1, 0, 1), r(a5,2|Π) = (3, 0, 1),
r(a5,3|Π) = (3, 2, 0), r(a6,1|Π) = (1, 1, 0), r(a6,2|Π) = (3, 0, 2),
r(a6,3|Π) = (3, 1, 0).
Since all vertices have distinct representations, then pd(B(6; 3)) ≤ 3. For m < 6, it is clear that the representa-
tions of all vertices are distinct. This implies that pd(B(m; 3)) = 3.
(iii) n = 4 and m ≤ 2.
For m = 2, we deﬁne the partition of V(B(m; 4)) as follows:
S 1 = {c1, a1,1, a1,2, a2,2};
S 2 = {c2, a1,3, a2,1, a2,3};
S 3 = {r, a1,4, a2,4}.
Thus, the representations of all vertices of (B(m; 4)) are as follows:
r(r|Π) = (1, 1, 0), r(c1|Π) = (0, 1, 1), r(c2|Π) = (1, 0, 1),
r(a1,1|Π) = (0, 2, 1), r(a1,2|Π) = (0, 2, 2), r(a1,3|Π) = (1, 0, 2),
r(a1,4|Π) = (1, 2, 0), r(a2,1|Π) = (2, 0, 1), r(a2,2|Π) = (0, 1, 2),
r(a2,3|Π) = (2, 0, 2), r(a2,4|Π) = (2, 1, 0).
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Since all vertices have distinct representations, then pd(B(2; 4)) ≤ 3.
For m < 2, it is clear that the representations of all vertices are distinct. This implies that pd(B(m; 4)) = 3.
(⇒) Let Π = {S 1, S 2, S 3} be a resolving partition of a banana tree B(m; n). By Lemma 1, we have that n ≤ 4.
Case 1: n ≤ 2.
We will show that 3 ≤ m ≤ 7. Since pd(B(m; n)) = 3, then B(m; n) is not a path, and so m ≥ 3. Without loss
of generality, we put r on S 1. By considering all possibilities of the representation of ai,1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m with
respect to Π, we divide our analysis into ﬁve subcases.
(1) ai,1 ∈ S 1.
Then, d(ai,1, S 1) = 0, 1 ≤ d(ai,1, S 2) ≤ 3, and 1 ≤ d(ai,1, S 3) ≤ 3. We have r(r|Π) = (0, 2, 2) and the
representation of ai,1 is either (0, 1, 2), (0, 1, 3), (0, 2, 1), (0, 2, 3), (0, 3, 1), (0, 3, 2), or (0, 3, 3).
(2) ai,1 ∈ S 2 or ai,1 ∈ S 3.
Without loss of generality, let ai,1 ∈ S 2. Therefore, d(ai,1, S 1) = 1, d(ai,1, S 2) = 0, and 1 ≤ d(ai,1, S 3) ≤ 3.
We have the representation of ai,1 is either (1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 2), or (1, 0, 3).
(3) ai,1 ∈ S 2 and a j,1 ∈ S 3, where i  j.
Then, d(ai,1, S 1) = 1, d(ai,1, S 2) ≤ 2, and d(ai,1, S 3) ≤ 2. We have r(r|Π) = (0, 1, 1) and the representation
of ai,1 is either (1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 2), (1, 1, 0), or (1, 2, 0).
(4) ai,1 ∈ S 1 and a j,1 ∈ S 2 or ai,1 ∈ S 1 and a j,1 ∈ S 3, where i  j.
Without loss of generality, let ai,1 ∈ S 1 and S 2. Therefore, d(ai,1, S 1) ≤ 1, d(ai,1, S 2) ≤ 2, and 1 ≤
d(ai,1, S 3) ≤ 3. We have r(r|Π) = (0, 1, 2) and the representation of ai,1 is either (0, 1, 3), (0, 2, 1), (0, 2, 2),
(0, 2, 3), (1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 2), or (1, 0, 3).
(5) ai,1 is in all classes of Π.
We have d(ai,1, S 1) ≤ 1, d(ai,1, S 2) ≤ 2, and d(ai,1, S 2) ≤ 2 so that r(r|Π) = (0, 1, 1). Therefore, the
representation of ai,1 is either (0, 1, 2), (0, 2, 1), (0, 2, 2), (1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 2), (1, 1, 0), or (1, 2, 0).
According to these ﬁve subcases, we have 3 ≤ m ≤ 7.
Case 2: n = 3.
Suppose that pd(B(m; 3)) = 3 for m ≥ 7. Use the same partition as in Case (ii). Without loss of generality, let
a7,2 ∈ S 1 and a7,3 ∈ S 2. Next, there are 7 possibilities to put a7,1 and c7 to some partition classes of Π. We give
the possibilities and the consequences as follows.
the possibilities the consequences
a7,1 ∈ S 1, c7 ∈ S 1 r(c7|Π) = r(c2|Π) = (0, 1, 3)
a7,1 ∈ S 1, c7 ∈ S 3 r(a7,1|Π) = r(a3,1|Π) = (0, 2, 1)
a7,1 ∈ S 2, c7 ∈ S 3 r(c7|Π) = r(c1|Π) = (1, 0, 3)
a7,1 ∈ S 2, c7 ∈ S 3 r(a7,1|Π) = r(a5,1|Π) = (1, 0, 1)
a7,1 ∈ S 3, c7 ∈ S 1 r(a7,1|Π) = r(a4,1|Π) = (1, 2, 0)
a7,1 ∈ S 3, c7 ∈ S 2 r(a7,1|Π) = r(a6,1|Π) = (1, 1, 0)
a7,1 ∈ S 3, c7 ∈ S 3 r(c7|Π) = r(c3|Π) = (1, 3, 0)
We always ﬁnd at least two vertices with the same representation, a contradiction. Therefore m ≤ 6.
Case 3: n = 4.
Suppose pd(B(m; 4)) = 3 for m ≥ 3. By considering Lemma 1, let ai,2, c1 ∈ S 1, ai,3, c2 ∈ S 2, and ai,4, c3 ∈
S 3 for i = 1, 2, 3. Without loss of generality, let r ∈ S 1. We have the representations of c1, c2, and c3 are
(0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), and (1, 1, 0) respectively. It means that the vertices ai,1 must be in one of {S 2, S 3} so that
vertex r does not have such representations. Without loss of generality, let ai,1 be in S 1 or S 3. Now, consider
vertex a2,1. If a2,1 ∈ S 1, then r(a2,1|Π) = r(a2,2|Π) = (0, 1, 2). If a2,1 ∈ S 3, then r(a2,1|Π) = r(c3|Π) = (1, 1, 0).
We have a contradiction. Therefore, m ≤ 2.
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